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Program

• 5.30 Guests arrive to view 2006 art works on first floor

D Block art rooms (lift and wheelchair paths available)

• Programs printed 1 per family

• Light refreshments available

• 6.15 Gathering moves to ground floor Lecture Theatre B003 in
neighbouring building for official address and presentations

• 6.20 pm Formal proceedings

- Opening address Pro Vice Chancellor    Prof. Janet Greeley

- Creativity Coburn Style     Dr. Linda Ashton

  &  message from Doreen Coburn

- The Canticklers (Canticle of the Sun II)

- The Mords (Primordial Garden II)

- Paradise Princesses (Pardise Garden II)

- The Flower People (Multi-sensory Floral Puzzle)

- The Nativity (Mundingburra Rotary Club & Community

        Service students)  David Ashton & YEP students

- 2006 Intership Art Project    Andrea Lynch

• JCU’s Head of School of Education Prof. Annette Patterson will assist
with presentation of Public Art pieces to 2006 community clients-
Wesley Hospital x2, Ingham Visitor Information Centre, Parklands
Retirement Home and The Good Shepherd Home

and presentation of certificates to students and sponsors.

Clients, sponsors and community representatives may respond briefly

• Closing address Prof. Janet Greeley

• Guests can enjoy further refreshments and continue viewing art works,
playing with photoshop and making mosaics after the official part of the
evening



Foreword
Head of School
Prof Annette Patterson

Each year Dr Linda Ashton and teacher education students

studying ED4123: Visual Art in School Contexts address issues

that are central to public art debates, policy, education and

management. Teachers play a vital role in assisting students to

engage with their communities, work collaboratively with team

members and understand the wider social and environmental

impact of public art. The School is pleased to sponsor the work of

teacher education students each year and to admire the many

projects that have been completed in the past and that are

presently being undertaken.

Welcome to the School of Education's public art event for 2006.

Annette enjoying some colourful ceramics in a foyer in Grenada,
Spain.



Public Art

Introductory Statement and Issues - Dr. Linda Ashton

Teaching at tertiary level is always a challenge but it is a very exciting one when
research interests and course content intersect. This is the case with ED4123 Visual

Art in School Contexts, where I am fortunate to be able to share a both doctoral and
postdoctoral areas of interest with students. These pre-service generalist teachers are
always enthusiastic and never cease to amaze me with their artistic achievements.
Each year since 1999, ED4123 students have been involved in  design, creation,
installation and maintenance of public art works. In previous years projects have
varied tremendously to include … making children’s interactive tactile books; ceramic
murals; signage for the Western student refectory and mosaic stepping stones in a
school walkway. Some projects have been installed off-campus eg. A puppet theatre
for a preschool, ceramic orbs for a retirement village garden, a mosaic tiled chess
board design on school outdoor tables and a mural at a PCYC. In 2002-2005 projects
featured collaborative efforts to revitalise concrete table tops in the university grounds
with durable mosaic tile designs. In 2003 private sponsorship by a local business saw
the creation of The McCoral Reef at the North Ward McDonald’s Cafe. In 2004 the
whimsical Well Travelled Trunks was installed in JCU’s Western Campus grounds. In
2005 the stained glass Welcome Wall was created for Ronald McDonald House, in the
Townsville Hospital grounds. The recent damage to this large stained glass work was
a tangible reminder to artists that works made for public places is, by definition and
purpose, different.

Public art, created for specific sites, beyond conventional gallery or museum spaces,
has been defined as socially engaged, interactive art for diverse audiences. Most
public artworks, whether permanent installations or ephemeral events, are designed
for outdoor spaces and fulfill various purposes eg. beautification, commemoration,
enjoyment, celebration, social comment, community identity, status and education.
Some of the new public artwork genres incorporate community-based art, politically-
charged performances, digital projections and cultural events. Researchers and artists
have recently called for healthy dialogue about public art and the need to review policy
to date. There are numerous public art projects in the Northern region reflecting the
local shire councils’ growing commitment to the genre. If providing art in public spaces
has in the past been a rather adhoc business, it is quickly becoming big business. The
Homebush Bay works created for the 2000 Sydney Olympics totalled $7.5 million and
were the largest single commitment to public art to date in Australia.

In concert with international trends and the Australia Council for The Arts policy,, each
state government has begun to draft or update guidelines for minimum budget
allocations (ie. 1-2% of total project funds) to be spent on public art works for major
new state department buildings and grounds over $250 000. The policy and its agency
offer useful protocols and guidelines for smaller projects. In March 1999 Queensland’s
Attorney General announced the Art Built-In Policy with a new Public Art Agency
established to oversee its implementation. In response, local shire councils at the
cutting edges, are recognising the need to carefully define their role in public art and
cultural development. For artists and art communities working and intending to work in
the area this is a very welcome development.



Along with policy developments there has been a steady increase in private
sponsorship for and commissioning of public art by entrepreneurs, looking to enhance
market value of their properties.  While there is currently no legislation or by-law
requirements for corporate owners to incorporate public art into their property it appears
that the private sector is taking the initiative in using public art to obtain a competitive
edge. No one from the private sector is commissioning artists to be kind. They are
doing it because it makes commercial sense.

There are ongoing debates about whether public art should be of most benefit to artists,
to the commissioning clients or site owners, to the public who have no choice but to live
with the art, or to the environment from which the art product is made. For that matter
each and every structure added to the environment, including housing, becomes public
art by default. Whichever stance is taken, there are complex processes and issues
involved in the commissioning, design, installation and maintenance of artworks many
of which need to exist unsupervised, for many years, in the public domain. Suitability of
the product for context, quality assurance, cost, co-ordination of subcontractors,
durability, cultural sensitivity, community consultation, autonomy of artists, safety,
vandalism risks, maintenance, pigeon poo,, drink drivers and public liability are all
critical considerations. While professional artists working alone or in a small consortium
and on a commission basis, are responsible for making most outdoor public artworks,
there are other groups who do so, with varying degrees of professional support. At
times, individual egos and aesthetic preferences can thwart promising projects.

The contribution of non-professional groups to public artwork is not well researched.
What is evident in discussions of the few studies available is that while community
involvement in making public art can be very rewarding, it is also very hard work.
Amateur work is more often voluntary and collaborative, usually with a project manager
and with larger numbers of people contributing to each project. It can also be very
frustrating for regional artists when local works are created by high profile ‘outsiders’
through competitive tendering processes. These issues are central to the Public Art
focus in ED4123 through in class discussions, shared readings/newspaper clippings
and electronic discussions, as preparation for the making their own PUBLIC ART
project. For most students this is the first time they have been part of a collaborative art
team and it is invariably the first time they have been asked to gift artwork to their
community.

For each JCU School of Education public/community art project, the art education
lecturer fills the role of project manager. This involves identifying clients and sites,
preparing proposals, drafting initial designs, monitoring safety, purchase of materials,
approaching sponsors, media or administrative personnel, teaching techniques,
supervision of construction and co-ordination of the culminating or handover event. Our
teacher education context requires a curriculum focus with authentic assessment.
Graduates display not only their tangible art works but develop a critical understanding,
through related assignment work, of the complex issues which accompany the public
art genre. Final year interns and graduates are beginning to confidently implement their
own projects within school communities. This is indeed a most rewarding outcome for
schools and for JCU’s School of Education. It is with a sense of collaborative pride that
I commend all of the works from the 2006 ED4123 cohort and final year art-based
internships to you.

Linda Ashton



The idea of making large public art tribute pieces to honour John Coburn
has been an idea simmering for some time. As an undergraduate, Dr.
Ashton studied this Australian artist’s prolific works and held an affinity for
the colours and shapes which echoed their common N.Q. origins. While he
has worked with varied media, it seems Coburn’s art has not been
transformed into large mosaic works - at least not with the artist’s
permission. The suitability of his organic shapes and separated colour-
based designs makes them ideal for the enduring public art medium. So too,
his designs with their enclosed, defined shapes and linear boundaries are
brilliant for digital paint experiments and Adobe photoshop technology.
Coburn would have had endless fun, as we have, if the technology had
been available in his active art making years.

Making direct contact with the artist and his wife Doreen, has been an
exciting and productive step for all concerned. We thank John and Doreen
for their enthusiasm for these projects and for giving us permission to
reproduce and/or modify three of his original designs in the various
experiments and end products which emerged. Available tile colours, the
surrounding colour schemes of installation sites, social context, and client
preferences, all influenced the final outcomes. The intent always was
however, to honour the unique style of John Coburn and to produce lasting
tributes to him. We are especially proud to complete two tribute pieces
which, in 2006, are in their fortieth anniversary year and will be installed at
Wesley Hospital. We hope he will enjoy the gesture as much as we have
enjoyed making the works.

John Coburn is a gentle and humble man who has devoted his life to
painting and art education and is acknowledged as one of Australia’s
greatest living artists. In a three mosaic works we honour him as a special
North Queenslander whose works serve as tangible guardians of the
landscape with strong environmentalist intent. Coburn’s art appears to have
achieved the rare quality of being eternally contemporary.

Celebrating Coburn



Australian artist John Coburn is celebrated for his distinctive style of abstraction.

Depicting the beauty of nature and the spirituality of land, Coburn has refined a subtle yet

powerful symbolic language in the form of large-scale paintings, tapestries and vivid

screen prints. While he has won national awards for some religious works, many are a

celebration of creation rather than overtly religious in intent. Young John Coburn lived in

Halifax where his mother owned a clothing shop and kept a colourful tropical garden. John

attended Halifax primary School and then All Souls’ Boarding School in Charters Towers

for high schooling until he was 14.

In 1938 John attended a national scout jamboree in Sydney- a trip that was to change his

life. It was the year Sydney Harbour Bridge was opened and the city’s galleries and

celebrations were at a post WW1 peak. When the young Coburn saw his first Drysdale

painting his dream career was stirred. Meantime he returned home and began work in

Innisfail as a bank teller until he was 17. On a trip to Townsville John bought his first set of

oil paints and though already a prolific drawer he became addicted to colour.  At age 17,

John  began his WWII service in the navy where he learned, in a matter of months, morse

code in English and Japanese. After the war he remained in naval service, traveling the

Qld coast on a supply barge, visiting many coastal islands, Torres Strait & New Guinea.

He also visited the Northern Territory, often camping out in the bush. Here his colour

palette exploded. An aptitude test on exiting the navy suggested he would not be suited to

the life of an artist and should continue bank work or, at best, become a stone mason.

John ignored the recommendation and returned to Sydney to paint. He became the

successful painter we now admire, and for two years, was Head of the National Art School.

The art of John Coburn is a brilliant blend of balance, discipline and complex simplicity.

Colour, shape, repetition and contrast are used to create stylised works of precision, and,

most importantly, harmony. Writers often refer to his symphony of colour, monolithic

organic shapes, intentionally selective palette,  lush tropical landscapes and garden

memories of his childhood in N.Qld. His works are arrangements of highly refined and

sometimes glowing shapes and have been described as luscious, evocative, essentially

natural or organic. They are clearly depictions of love and respect for environment.

“Appearances are distracting. What you feel about a thing or a person is important,

not what it looks like, I don’t want to teach people to see. I want them to feel. I like

my shapes to be ambiguous - deliberately ambiguous. I usually begin with lots of

drawings. Then colour. What is colour? Colour … even when we cannot see it, is

everything. Colour is life. ” (Coburn interview excerpt).



Celebrating Coburn

AWARDS

1959 Bathurst Art Prize

1960 Blake Prize for Religious Art

1962 Tamworth Prize

1963 Darcy Morris Memorial Prize

1963 Mirabooka Prize for Religious
Art

1966 Maitland Art Prize

1977 Blake Prize for Religious 
Art (jointly with Rodney
Milgate)

1994 Mandorla Art Award for 
Religious Art

 International Public Collections

Graphische Sammlung Albertina, 
Vienna

Vatican Museum, Rome

John Kennedy Centre for 
Performing Arts, 
Washington

Auckland City Art Gallery, N.Z.

Iconic Australian Piece:
Tapestries of the Moon and Sun
adapted for summer and winter
curtains in main performance hall of
the Sydney Opera House.

http://www.evabreuerartdealer.com
.au

JOHN COBURN

1925 Born, Ingham, N.Q.
1947-50 A.S.T.C Diploma Painting
National Art School, East Sydney

Technical College
1956-59 Graphic Designer for ABC
1959-68 Teacher, National Art

School, Sydney and Canberra
1969-72 Lived in France, designed

tapestries for Aubusson
Workshops

1977 Travelled to New York,
Washington and Paris

1977-80 Trustee, Art Gallery of NSW
1980 Order of Australia (A.M)
1982 Designed Australia Post stamp

series
1985 Travelled to Moscow, St

Petersburg, Paris and the south
of France

1986 Travelled to Rome, Florence,
Aubusson

1988 Travelled to Aubusson, Paris,
London

1991 Honorary Doctor of Literature
James Cook University,
Townsville

1991 Commissioned to design
backdrop for World Council of
Churches Assembly in Canberra

1993 – 94 Travelled to Hong Kong,
Chianti, Florence, Sienna and
Venice

SOLO EXHIBITIONS

Over 80 solo exhibitions since 1957

Works in many regional and state
galleries, in international, Vatican,
Australian and corporate/private
collections.



Ingham, the thriving North Queensland town and John Coburn’s birth place and

childhood home, had to be a site for  one of JCU’s 2006 commemorative works to

celebrate the renowned artist. Through prominent Ingham Chamber of Commerce

member Piera Delroy, a proposal for a JCU Public Art piece was put the Mayor,

Pino Giadomenico. The offer was gratefully accepted and an adaptation of

Paradise Garden was selected to be installed in the new TYTO visitor information

centre, the “Opera House-like Structure” due for completion early in 2007. Artists

Joelene Austin,Nabila Gedoun, Emma O’Hara, Kathleen O’Connell  and Margaret-

Anne Johnson experimented with possible colour combinations while learning to

use the digital paint and image manipulation program, photoshop. Staff member

from the new TYTO centre, Rae Domin, consulted with the designers of the

building’s interior decorating team and with JCU to arrive at the final colour range.

Tropical rainforest location, red-brown volcanic soil, Coburn colour preferences,

public site context, available tile colours, were all factors which influenced the end

product. The 2.5m x 90cm tribute work has been completed 21 years after

Coburn’s original draft for his magnificent bicentennial Paradise Garden tapestry.

It is fitting that John Coburn’s relatives who still reside in the Ingham district have

made the bus trip to this event, courtesy of Ingham Travel Centre.

The beautiful stainless steel frame for this piece was made and donated by

Combined metal Fabrications Pty. Ltd.

Paradise Garden by John Coburn

1985 maquette in acrylic & gouache on
paper 56x 76 cm. This was for the 183 x
274 cm piece which was part of the 1988
Coburn Seasons’ Tapestries.

Ingham Visitor Information Centre

Paradise Garden II design by JCU 2006 ‘Paradise Princesses’
Ceramic mosaic on timber panel 2.4m x 90cm.



Primordial Garden by John Coburn   1966      158 x 367cm
The original work is liquitex media on board in a triptych panel. Now
housed in the National Gallery, Melbourne, the celebratory rhythmic
garden retains all of its tropical vitality in 2006, its 40th anniversary year.

Wesley Hospital Mosaic
 Primordial Garden II

Primordial Garden II    2006   by our JCU Collaborative team “The Mords”
is a mosaic of ceramic tiles and mirror pieces on board 240 x 90cm.
Inspired by the vibrant and ambiguously versatile shapes in Coburn’s
original painting, the new public art work merges human, plant and celestial
forms into a contemporary Coburnesque garden. The Wesley Hospital’s
new interior colour scheme was inspired by the charcoal  trims and neutral
greys and blues  in a painting by local artist, Del Baldock. It depicts natural
forms - coconuts and palm fronds - and is displayed in the hospital. Sadly
Del, of Townsville’s “Under the Mango Tree” fame, passed away recently.
Her painting and now John Coburn’s NQ tribute will share extended pride of
place in the Townsville Wesley Hospital foyer space.

Artists : Megan  Arcidiacono  Carolyn Dale  Tahnee Eldridge  Beverley

Gardner  Irene Hartwell  & Kylie Standley

Primordial Garden
II design by  JCU
2006 “Mords”.
Ceramic mosaic
on timber panels.
2.4m x 90cm.



Canticle of the Sun by John Coburn 1965 162 x 152 cm
“The canticle or hymn resounds with the regenerative forces of nature ...
The heraldic banner is divided into earthly strata … Organic forms reach
to other realms with living and non-living forms interconnected by
Coburn’s masterful sense of order and balance”.
(Nadine Amadio, 1988 - John Coburn Paintings).

Wesley Hospital Mosaic
 Canticle of the Sun  II

The spiritual base of the Wesleyan
derived Uniting Church is a driving
force behind the very significant
contribution to private hospital care in
Townsville and elsewhere. John
Coburn’s strong, but sensitive spiritual
themes complement the work of this
institution whose main aim is to care.
Many of Coburn’s works incorporate
religious symbolism and embody an
intense empathy with all natural forms,
living and non-living. Coburn’s vibrant
colours, essential shapes - particularly
his sun, tree and landforms, echo our
Northern Australian environments and
have become iconic in his beloved
Australia as well as in the international
art world.

Canticle of the Sun II, 2006 by JCU
Collaborative team “The Canticklers” -
Jayne Ellery  Erin Hodgson  Grace
McHugh  Sharee Phillips  & Jayne
Rogers retains the almost square
format and much of the original Coburn
banner design, with colours modified
for the hospital’s Oxford Street foyer.



Sometimes growing old can be a blessing …

and sometimes it is not. Medical advances have led to many Australians living
longer into their eighties and nineties and  for many now there is time spent in
high care contexts. This holds challenges for governments and health care
institutions who must continue to maintain quality of life for Australians with
increasing dependencies in their twilight years.

The continuing shortage of accredited places for high care living contexts
means that people often wait, in hospital, for months. Individual environments
do vary but many wards are bland, clinical or lacking when it comes to keeping
frail, elderly, but otherwise well patients alert or mentally active. The
consequences can be devastating. There is research evidence that afflictions
like dementia can be significantly delayed through continued mental activity,
sensory stimulation and interesting environments. The idea for a Multi-sensory
Interactive Floral Wall Puzzle, specifically designed for elderly people in
wheelchairs or even confined to mobile beds, came from the lecturer’s
personal experience caring for ageing parents.

There is no doubt that the final design was strongly influenced by artist John
Coburn’s recurring imagery of  sun, flower, rainbow, garden and bird icons.
When we made this work in 2006, John Coburn, lives in a high care nursing
home in Sydney, away from his beloved studio.

The Parklands Puzzle is a simple design with repeated floral shaped motifs.
The interchangeable petals, leaves and centres allow many different
arrangements to be made by residents who can select pieces from the
designer storage unit or simply alter a few pieces on the wall mounted
background. The unifying device is the rainbow colour scheme. Media are
safe, light weight, easy to attach, washable, durable, replaceable and fun.
Senses and modes stimulated are visual, verbal, auditory (the music box),
tactile (many textures and relief forms), kinesthetic, olfactory (essential oils in
the carpet pieces) and imaginative. The residents can see themselves,
becoming part of the mirror mosaic and may enjoy taking visitors and
grandchildren to the foyer where the 4.5m garden puzzle awaits yet another
colourful floral arrangement.

Collaborative Team -  Lesley Bowen Jessica Geinzer  Kirsten Kelly

Matt Schrodter and  Kristie Tunnah.

Original design concept by Linda Ashton

Parklands Retirement Home
Multi-sensory Interactive Floral Wall Puzzle

@ Wheelchair height



Many of us pass the familiar Anglican owned campus as we go about our busy daily

schedules. Some of us visit or will visit friends and relatives for whom this building,

with its dedicated staff, is now home. Perhaps it will become home for some of us

one day.

In recent years, during December and the lead up to Christmas, the Good Shepherd

Home has displayed a public art piece in the form of Nativity Scene The scene,

installed in the front garden area, is large and quite visible to motorists and the

public as they pass by and residents and visitors if they stroll the grounds. At night

the work is illuminated, and for many families is part of their tour to see the town’s

Christmas lights and scenes. The media and style of the original work was in oil

colours painted on board. The semi realistic imagery depicted the biblical account

of Jesus Christ’s birth in a humble stable. In 2005 vandalism and theft left the

display incomplete and in disrepair. The request  for JCU art education students to

rejuvenate the display came through the Mundingburra Rotary Club early in 2006.

While the Rotary club’s community service working bees saw all of the structural

and preparation work done, it was the effort of Community Service hours (which all

graduates must  complete for Queensland College of Teacher Registration

eligibility) which facilitated final painting and decorating of the pieces. The scene

was redrawn and painted in a mock stained glass style which is easy to repaint if

graffitied. Lost sheep and stolen kings were replaced and new templates for a

Bethlehem star, a cow and camels were created. The slightly larger than life wooden

figures are attached to pipes which will be dug into the ground and padlocked for

stability and security. The final meeting for the year for Mundingburra Rotary Club

will be held at the Good Shepherd on November 30th where the installed work will

be illuminated once more. We are sure John Coburn whose Christian faith has been

life long, would approve.

Mundingburra Rotary Club helpers : President Fred Gilham, Vocational Service

Director David Ashton, Ray Pendle, Darcy Cook, Bob Doyle, Ron Johnstone, Bill

Muguira, Vince Nielsen, Neil Andrews. Janet Gilham, Mary Williams, Linda Ashton,

Jan Johnson, Andrew de Boulay, Peter Gilbey.

YEP students Pau, Flo (Germany), JCU Community Service Students - Carolyn Dale,

Lesley Bowen. Joelene Austin and Kylie Standley.

Good Shepherd Home

Nativity Scene Restoration

JCU and Mundingburra Rotary Club

The Good Shepherd Home is a well known local
residential institution with a range of care levels
catering for the elderly.



Joelene Austin

Meet the 2006 Artist ~ Educators

Lesley Bowen

Megan Arcidiacono Linda Ashton

Carolyn Dale Tahnee Eldridge

Jayne Ellery Beverley Gardner & Lily



Irene Hartwell

Meet the 2006 Artist ~ Educators

Erin Hodgson

Nabila Gedoun Jessica Geinzer

Margo Johnson Kirsten Kelly

Grace McHugh Kathleen O’Connell Emma O’Hara



Matt Schrodter

Meet the Artist ~ Educators

Kylie Standley

Sharee Phillips Jayne Rogers

Kristie Tunnah





Superior Concept Tiles

Manager John Durkin and team

Bunnings Warehouse Townsville

Manager Simon Moseley and

Community Service Co-ordinator Kim McQuarters

Combined Metal Fabrication Pty Ltd

Keith Brereton and Craig Bennett

Hinchinbrook Shire Council

Mayor Pino Giadomenico and

Manager of New Ingham Visitor Information Centre

Rae Domin

James Cook University, Faculty of Arts Education

and Social Science, Pro. Vice Chancellor

Prof. Janet Greeley and School of Education,

Head of School Prof. Annette Patterson & general staff

Mundingburra Rotary Club

President Fred Gilham,

Vocational Service Director David Ashton

and all the team!

Parklands Retirement Home

Diversional Therapist Sue Parsons

The Good Shepherd Home

Director Chris Gilham

Director of Nursing Mary Pether and

Executive Secretary Shirley van der Wees

Wesley Park Haven Hospital

Director of Nursing Moina Lettice

Thanks to our clients and generous sponsors in 2006

 



         Special thanks to

Piera Delroy -

Ingham Chamber of Commerce Member

Rod Pierce

Ingham Travel Centre for use of a bus

Ingham-based Coburn Family
Mrs Anne Bryant , Mr. and Mrs. G Fletcher

Mr and Mrs Barry Beatts, Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey
Beatts

Celebrating Dr. John Coburn

For info …. The font chosen for the invitation print style closely resembles the
handwriting of John Coburn. His name as written by the artist also appears on
our Celebrating Coburn T-shirts!!!!



Subject Rationale

The rationale for this subject closely reflect that of the QSA Yrs 1-10

Arts Syllabus (2001:2) which states:

By engaging in, and reflecting on arts activities, students develop skills and

abilities to use processes that contribute to their physical, cognitive, emotional,

aesthetic, cultural, social, ethical and spiritual development. They learn to think

critically as they make, appraise & display cultural images & objects for specific

contexts.

Students of The Arts acquire insights and learn to value desirable as well as

unexpected discoveries and to appreciate the ephemeral as well as  the enduring,

 in a range of learning styles and modes of thinking. They  practise accessing the

 perceptual, cognitive and imaginative domains in unique and challenging ways

to explore, construct and deconstruct meanings. They learn to convey ideas

and feelings using appropriate forms,symbol systems and processes.

The learning outcomes are geared toward acquisition of skills that will facilitate

lifelong learning.

Subject Outcomes
Pre-service teachers will :

• complete a short course in drawing as a basis for discussion & pedagogy

• examine theories about drawing development and challenges to them

• review historical influences on principles and practices in Australian art

   education

• continue to strengthen their own philosophy of art education

• study art curriculum resource documents with enabling vocabulary

• workshop a variety of art concepts, media & techniques & consider

   appropriate management and safety within school settings

• participate in a collaborative/community arts project.

JCU Graduate Qualities
exemplary personal and professional moral and ethical standards and intellectual

development

an understanding of Indigenous Australian issues and cultures

an understanding of regional issues

a sense of professional, community and environmental responsibilities

willingness to contribute to the intellectual, cultural and social life of the regional,

national and international communities


